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It has been and still is apparent to anyone that reads the GIAC detects
webpage that first “Integrity” is compromised and then “Confidentiality” is lost on
hosts and networks for days, weeks, and sometimes months from initial Intrusion
Detection to final fix of the data hemorrhage. And “an ounce…”
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4E46 view is
starting=points
for this
practical
have been
crystallized
contained in the following quote from a SANS resource article by J. Christian
Smith:
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“A more viable approach has to start from the inside, with the
basics , pr even ting tro jans and bac kdoo rs f rom beco ming ins erte d in
the first place. It bears repeating that this is only going to occur
when u sers are pro perl y ed ucat ed a bout sec urit y po licy and
proced ures , ar e pr ovid ed u seab le t ools for inf orma tion ass uran ce,
and the security of the multilevel system that is a computer network
is reg ular ly a udit ed f or c ompl ianc e.” 1.
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And I discovered that if you “start from the inside” then it followed that
Operating System and Application Integrity and Auditing are synonymous. There
are many ways to enhance network security and in this paper I try and apply
general standards to specific network security issues that should be goals added
to the already numerous demands placed on network security administrators.
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Experience and education dictate my selection of “business perspectives”.
Even a cursory reading of voluminous generally accepted security standards
compels the inclusion of business perspectives in any practical on the subject of
network security. The Standards include huge amounts of information on why
preemptive protection of any network’s Customer’s networks and computers is
important.
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Please bear with me as I use the word Customer. I learned long ago that
using generalized terms like “user” and other abstract terms can lead otherwise
great people to lose site of the fact that the Customer is the most important part
of any business endeavor.
My goal for this practical is to add to and reinforce the many efforts by
Key
security
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organizations
= AF19 FA27
that show
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the intrinsic
FDB5 DE3D
valueF8B5
of a distributed
06E4 A169 effort
4E46 to
develop and implement host based Integrity and Auditing programs that include
Customers.
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Protecting any network to ensure the continuity of a business is important.
However the continuing compromise of networks begs the question “Where and
to what state do you want your network security defenses to fail to?” Certainly
failure to a secure host is an achievable goal of a layered approach to security. In
this practical I include Customer’s networks and hosts in my definition of a
network. And since the most vulnerable component of most networks are their
Customer’s networks and computers my approach is to consider the Customer’s
security. Much has been published about why the Customer and their network
and host computers should be explicitly included in defining network security
initiatives. Reasons given were common sense ones. The “bottom line” concern
Key
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though
is that =
if AF19
a network’s
Customers
can’tDE3D
log onF8B5
to the
network
spend their
money someone’s job is at jeopardy.
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Beyond the published concerns of Organizations or Vendor$ there is a
demonstrable lack of proactive, consistent, uniformly presented Network
Security Administration efforts for the Customer’s network and host computer
security. Part of my observation is based on personal experiences with Security
Response Centers, Product Support operations, Network Operations Centers
(NOC), Network Security Operation Centers (SOC), email responses to “abuse”
reports, and phone conversations with NOC and SOC staffs.
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For instance in the comprehensive paper “Consensus Roadmap for Defeating
Distributed Denial of Service Attacks” prepared by CERT, SANS and CERIAS,
(Version 1.10 February 23, 2000, A Living Docum ent ), the authors note that:
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“Currently, there are tens of thousands – perh aps even mil lion s – of
systems with weak security connected to the Internet… The numb er o f
direct ly c onne cted hom es, scho ols, lib rari es a nd o ther ven ues
without trained system administration and security staff is rapidly
increa sing . Th ese “alw ays- on, rare ly-p rote cted ” sy stem s al low
attack ers to c onti nue to a dd n ew s yste ms t o th eir arse nal of
captured weapons.” 2.
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The authors go on to list the following as their first immediate step to help limit
the potential for network damage:
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“industry and government will cooperate to educate the community of
users – ab out thre ats and pote ntia l co urse s of act ion – th roug h
public inf orma tion cam paig ns a nd t echn ical edu cati on p rogr ams. ” 2.

While researching what “public information…. And technical education
programs” to “educate the community of users” existed I was struck by the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
varied and incredible number of websites purported to be about security.
However not one website had a simple, comprehensive list of basic steps that
the average Customer could follow to secure their computer.
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To correct the omission of step by step help for Customers I spent the paltry
sum of $170. I obtained a domain name and put up a website with a step by step
format. I proceeded to ask security-oriented organizations with websites that
Customers might frequent to post a link. I was not surprised when CERIAS at
Purdue University posted a link and said of my website "It's close to the best, if
not the best, and simplest Windows® Security links and recommendation site for
home computer users interested in securing their windows os." I was not
surprised because I had not seen such a simple format like the one I adopted at
any ISP security information webpage. My point here is that if I can take $170
and accomplish something that Customers rave about and CERIAS appreciates,
then what improvements in network security might be accomplished if every
network used such a simple format for it’s Customers? Even the best security
information
websites
“network
oriented”
thus
not06E4
“Customer
friendly”.
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The addition of one or two WebPages with step by step instructions and links
would go a long way towards both educating Customers and in defining their
responsibilities as a network user. And defining Customer’s responsibilities has
many benefits.
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As an additional illustration ask why, if Steve Gibson’s Shields Up security
website or Symantec’s Security and Trojan Test website are so popular, most
network’s have little that comes close to helping Customers as much, and many
fail to even post security information links for their Customers to use. Vendor
neutral information should be widely available to Customers.
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Liability Issues
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How much would it cost (directly, indirectly and include fully absorbed costs if
you care to) to establish network based email Antivirus or attachment filtering.
What cost is there involved in blocking outbound non-network source IP
originating packets? I’m sure if you ask that to a company’s auditor he will come
up with direct, indirect and fully absorbed costs for these network security
measures that are far less than the costs of a loss of network based business
income. I’m also sure you’ll be told the same thing if you ask a companies lawyer
about the cost of a loss from a “Customer” class action lawsuit for negligence in
protecting a Customers computers because generally accepted security
standards were not followed. The cost of following generally accepted security
standards as they apply to a network’s Customers, before a problem arises, will
be far less than either of the two losses I mentioned. And a network that follows
standards and helps Customers protect their networks and hosts not only
generates goodwill with Customers, it establishes clear evidence to help protect
the business in the event of a lawsuit. Consider this:
Security
Security
Handling
Liability
Key“Site
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Warnin g
It is poss ible tha t in the nea r fu ture org aniz atio ns may be he ld
respon sibl e be caus e on e of the ir nodes was use d to lau nch a ne twor k
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attack .” (My Note: A good lawyer will read “node” as “your Cu stomer”) “I n a simi lar
vein, peop le w ho d evel op p atch es o r wo rkar ound s ma y be sue d if the
patche s or wor karo unds are ine ffec tive , re sult ing in c ompr omis e of
the sy stem s, o r, i f th e pa tche s or wor karo unds the msel ves dama ge
system s. K nowi ng a bout ope rati ng s yste m vu lner abil itie s an d pa tter ns
of att acks , an d th en t akin g ap prop riat e me asur es t o co unte r th ese
potential threats, is critical to circumventing possible legal
proble ms.” 3.
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I find the last sentence in the above quote very interesting. Since most
network security employees are paid to know about operating system
vulnerabilities and patterns of attack, what would that employee testify to in a
lawsuit brought by Customers who were harmed by a lack of network effort to
use fingerprint
generally =
accepted
security
new
generally
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accepted security standards explicitly specify Internet and Intranet host
protection as a fundamental standard. And if it’s a “standard” that’s “accepted”
you can bet a lawyer is going to use it against a network soon if their Customer’s
network and host protection is not an active part of a security program. Rue the
day that as a Network Security Administrator you are on the witness stand as a
defendant and the plaintiff’s counsel asks you over and over if you followed each
instance of applicable “Customer network or host” oriented generally accepted
security standards and you answer “No”. And if it happens in front of a Judge or
Jury that doesn’t care about a job or employer’s priorities and limitations, your
defense attorney just had “triple damages” leap into his mind.
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Waiting for a Customer’s lawsuit is something that even AOL/TimeWarner no
longer ignores, witness their recent decision to not forward to their Customers a
myriad of email file attachments. (TimeWarner/RoadRunner does not yet follow
this precaution, allows outbound non-network source IP address traffic, and still
passes email usernames and passwords in readable form).
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Even Microsoft posts this interesting warning in its new .NET application
developers information. “Using code access security can reduce the likelihood
that your code can be misused by malicious code. It can also reduce your
liability because you can specify the set of operations your code should be
allowed to perform as well as the operations your code should never be allowed
to perform.”
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In addition to the liability concern the demonstrable lack of effort to follow
generally accepted security practices for a Customer’s network and host security
will repeatedly result in the widespread loss of the Customers ability to spend
their money on a network’s services and products. Whether this loss of business
income started with a script generated polymorphing virus or was a distributed
act of
electronic
warfare
will2F94
not matter.
CanDE3D
any network’s
income
be reduced by
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5%, 10%, or 30% for a day, a week, or a month?

Some OS and Application Integrity and Audit Standards
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The Center for Internet Security’s Foundational Standards as of 14 October
2000 can be found by using this link: http://www.cisecurity.org/standards.html.
The webpage provides links to numerous Standards Organizations that were the
source of the Center’s foundational standards.
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An exhausting review of the Center for Internet Security’s Foundational
Standards sets the following as generally accepted OS and Application security
standards (For the sake of brevity I will rely on the Standards that are most
relevant to this practical. Ignoring the “business” inclusive concerns of the other
foundational standards not covered here is perilous).
OS and application software integrity is paramount. Expressed concerns on
this
issue include
the FA27
warning
that
during
anDE3D
attackF8B5
on a06E4
Customer’s
network or
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“System software is the most probable target. Preparation is key
to be able to dete ct a ll c hang es f or a pos sibl y ta inte d sy stem . Th is
includes checksumming all media from the vendor using a algorithm
which is resistant to tampering. (See sections 4.3) …… In all cases,
the pr e-incident preparation will determine what recovery is
possib le.” 3.
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“One w ay t o pr ovid e th is i s to pro duce a c heck sum of t he
unalte red file , st ore that che cksu m of flin e, a nd p erio dica lly (or
when desired) check to make sure the checksum of the online file
hasn't changed (which would indicate the data has been modified).
Files can be m odif ied in s uch a wa y as to pres erve the res ult of t he
(...) sum prog ram! The refo re, we s ugge st t hat you use a
crypto grap hica lly stro ng p rogr am, such as the mess age dige stin g
program MD5 [ref], to produce the checksums you will be using to
assure int egri ty.” 3 .
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How exactly does this apply to a Customer’s OS and Application Integrity?
Although it’s clear that using checksums is a “standard” it is also “suggested” that
you use a “cryptographically” strong program …….. to produce the checksums
you will be using to assure integrity”. I note here that suggestions “should” be
adopted, and if you have a good auditor and you are not following the
“suggested” standards, I’m sure he’s already nailed you on the issue. If it’s a
generally accepted security standard that these checksums, principally described
to be used on a network OS and Application for after the fact integrity auditing
purposes, should be protected by a cryptographically strong program, it
automatically follows that the same cryptographically strong protection be applied
to the Customer’s unaltered, critical OS, Application and Network Communication
files. This certainly is an achievable goal.
Next the “standards” recommend that “auditing” should be performed.
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Generally
accepted
standards
for Auditing
are well
established,
comprehensive and fall outside the scope of this paper. I would like to note that
Auditing as used in the foundational standards is chiefly concerned with an Audit
in the traditional sense. Generally the standards do not specify detailed OS and
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Application Auditing methods, but an auditor will Audit you and ask you how you
specifically perform Integrity checking. A brief description includes the following:
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“Audit data should include any attempt to achieve a different
securi ty l evel by any pers on, proc ess, or othe r en tity in the
networ k.” 3.
“SysTr ustTM Pri ncip les and Crit eria for Syst ems Reli abil ity
Version 2.0,Copyright © 2000 by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, Inc. and Canadian Institute of
Charte red Acco unta nts.
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S2.7 T here are periodic checks of the entity’s computers for
unauth oriz ed s oftw are.
M2.3 There are procedures to ensure that only authorized,
Key fingerprint
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tested , an d do cume nted cha nges are mad e to the sys tem and
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So the generally accepted security standards are a little vague on the
specifics of an OS and application Audit but mention that “Audit data should
include any attempt … by any person, process, or other entity in the network.”
And since this is not an issue that can be directly addressed by a network it falls
into an area where networks can use their knowledge and financial clout to
accomplish developments in security software that benefit the Customer and
network security. The development needed here is in making information
generated from security applications that the Customer’s and Network’s currently
use much more useful to both the customer and the network.
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To summarize this section, OS and application Integrity and Auditing are
virtually (no pun intended) synonymous. Comprehensive, Customer friendly OS
and Application Integrity and Audit support is the overall issue because it cannot
easily be achieved with today’s OS’s and Applications. And the fact that there is
no easy solution is clearly illustrated by Microsoft’s own references to their “DLL
Hell”, and nowhere as rosy as the next Microsoft graphic depicting a Microsoft
Customer’s experience. Does it look anything “DLL HELL” to you?
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Since we all know that the complete protection of the different Windows ®
OS’s and Applications on a computer connected to a network or Internet is
“virtually” impossible for Customer’s I next try to apply information about
generally accepted network security practices to achievable Customer security
efforts that are mentioned in the Standards.
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Ten specific ways to help Customers Secure Networks
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1. Help Customers secure their OS. Recommend that Customers buy the
commercial version of FreeVeracity for a fairly comprehensive Integrity and
Auditing solution. And recommend the use and purchase of products such as
“GoBack” and “Ghost” for those Customers whose OS does not come with a
“rollback” feature. FreeVeracity will operate on standalone hosts as well as
networks. There is also a practical about FreeVeracity in the SANS reading
room, File Integrity Assessment Using FreeVeracity, Jason Amsden,
February 4, 2001. Obviously this is the most difficult of all issues for
Customers, me included. There will never exist “easy to follow” OS and
Application specific lists of the important files, checksums and registry entries
that can be secured and periodically compared with an installation list of
originals that every OS and Application developer should have available for
customers. The development of OS and Application Update Sites with
Auditing and Integrity Checking features would be great.
2. Recommend that Customer’s and Networks use host-based firewalls
that control the Network Driver Interface (NDI) and allow MD5 encryption
of those network communication critical files that use the NDI. This is a
simple addition to a layered defense and unlike some well-known firewalls
Keyand
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port blockers
incurs
little
processor
overhead.
Software,
ZoneAlarm, and another firewall, Sphinx, (I have not tested Sphinx yet)
advertise that they control the NDI and use MD5 Encryption to protect
network communication programs. Tiny Firewall, ZoneAlarm and Sphinx are
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commercially available for business host deployment. Tiny and ZoneAlarm
have free versions for home use. Its only limitation is that some network
communication methods bypass NDI drivers and access the NIC directly.
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3. Sell specific USB security appliances and NIC’s to Customers that
functionally address network security. NIC’s and USB security appliances
that enhance Customer security and can be hard coded and preconfigured for
the host network security are just coming to the marketplace. It’s amazing
how Vendors will respond to market demands.
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4. Define Customer responsibilities for their OS and application security. An
industry wide agreement of defined Customer responsibilities would go a long
towards
reducing
and vulnerability.
Keyway
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What M akes a G ood Secu rity Pol icy? The cha ract eris tics of a go od
securi ty p olicy ar e: … … ( 2) I t mu st b e en forc ible wit h se curi ty
tools, where appropriate, and with sanctions, where actual
prevention is not technically feasible. (3) It must clearly define
the ar eas of r espo nsib ilit y fo r th e us ers, adm inis trat ors, and
management.” 3.
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5. Make Customers keep their OS, Browser and E-Mail client patched. If I
owned an ISP I could accomplish this easily. I would increase my Customers
monthly access charge and at the same time offset the charge by offering
some free access equal to the fee increase for those customers that came to
my website and let me determine that they had the latest security patches.
That would also shift the financial burden of increasing network security costs
to those Customers that have insecure systems. ISP’s and Networks can
determine a Customers OS, Browser and Email Client versions when the
Customer signs on for the service.
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6. Require Customer maintenance of the OS and Application patches as a
Term of Service that, if violated, will lead to termination of services. Include
Antivirus, anti-trojan and script protection software as Customer
responsibilities. Automatically e-mail patch availability notices. An ISP lawyer
will love it. Make the Customer visit your website for regular determinations as
to verify installation of the latest patches. Microsoft, ISP’s, and any other
website operator that uses proxy hosted network communication should
specifically require maintenance of OS and site specific Application patches
as a Term of Service. If this cannot be accomplished then email the
Customers copies of the GIAC daily intrusion detects and show them how
many networks without patches are being hacked every day. As I noted
Keybefore
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if AOL/TimeWarner
and
Microsoft
are taking
steps
to minimize
their liability it’s a good indication everyone else should.
7. Address patch and application “Known Issues” for Customers. Having
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this information delivered to a Customers desktop while they are at an update
site such as the Symantec/ZDnet Web Services Application update would be
great. And it would certainly make subscribing to the service more enticing.
The lack of Customer patching to prevent stability problems on their networks
and hosts is a legitimate Customer concern. At a minimum easy access to
“Known Issues” and “User Forums” should be available to Customers.
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8. Demand Security Applications that have simple, useful GUI’s and useful
reporting options. Useful means that the security industry has to establish a
set of generally accepted security application reporting standards. Working
with Security Application vendors to get what you know is useful on the GUI is
much easier while they are developing applications. It’s up to each network
administrator
Customer
to specify
to application
vendors
Keysecurity
fingerprint
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4E46 that we
no longer want applications that require us to do work that they can easily
accomplish with the existing exhaustive process and thread information
available to their programs. Customers need to be able to read “The program
“unknown” is trying to connect to “Internet Explorer” or “The program
“unknown” connected to “Internet Explorer and has established a connection
with Korean IP address x.x.x.x”. And they have to know that this is a security
problem. The actual details of how this occurred on their host should also be
available too, but most current Customer applications fall far short of
providing friendly GUI’s that enhance useful Customer and Network security
efforts.
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9. The usefulness of Customers reports of security related information can be as
valuable to Microsoft, ISP’s and networks as the information that is analyzed
by the SANS GIAC is to network security administrators. I have only seen one
ISP with a “Customer” friendly incident reporting webpage and it displayed a
nice form for the Customer to complete. All the Customer had to do was
enter as much information to it as they could determine from whatever
security applications they were using. That ISP knows a lot more about
abuse and trends on it’s network than others that blindly require the Customer
to e-mail in information they often don’t have a clue about finding. This is to
me a critical issue. I would like to point out that the model provided by the
phenomenal success of the Global Incident Analysis Center and other
organizations concerned with network security begs the question of why isn’t
a similar one in place for Customers. The development of uniform
Customer reporting methods and forms recommended in various
“Standards” should not be left to individual application vendors, a few
privately funded website operators and ISP instructions to email
“abuse@” or “support@” with information most Customers cannot
access. Relevant “Standards”, although written for network users, include:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
“users must know how to report suspected incidents. Sites
should est abli sh reporting procedures that will work both during
and ou tsid e no rmal wor king hou rs.3
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“it might be necessary to fill out a template for the
inform atio n ex chan ge.”3.
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10. Provide “step by step” information to Customers and provide a range of
specific options to help them accomplish security for their hosts. Many good
things besides having secure Customers will happen, like praise from your
Customers and CERIAS.

Some Tools
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•

http://www.3 com.com/co rpin fo/en_US/p ress box/p ress_ release.jsp?INFO_ ID=20 0270 6

or

Tiny Firewall http://www.tinysoftware.com , my favorite, it’s never failed and if
it did while I wasn’t there I’m sure of the “fail to” state. Nmap, queso and a
myriad of other programs have failed to elicit a response from Tiny after tens
of thousands of tries on my Win98 based pc at home.
ZoneAlarm http://www.zonelabs.com (made the GIAC detects page recently.
Don’t let that stop you from evaluating it it’s a great program).
Sphinx http://www.biodata.com reads like a great program.
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RockSoft carries the commercial version of Veracity for Windows® . Veracity
http://www.rocksoft.com/rocksoft/veracity.shtml a great Integrity and Audit tool
Keyfor
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Windows
® Customers.
• 3COM has new NIC’s that can be preconfigured to protect host networks.
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2. Consensus Roadmap for Defeating Distributed Denial of Service
Attacks, A Project of the Partnership for Critical Infrastructure Security,
Version 1.10 - February 23, 2000**, Prepared for the Partnership
By:CERT/CC at Carnegie Mellon University (Rich Pethia*), The SANS
Institute (Alan Paller*), and The Center for Education & Research in
Information Assurance & Security (CERIAS) at Purdue University (Gene
Spafford*)
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